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The same familiar " Greek " type of crest appears again
as an ornament on the head of a Hittite chariot-horse on a
relief from Carchemish.1 The Greeks called many details
of this armament " Karian " ; Karians were doughty fighters,
and Herodotos 2 credits them with the invention of the new
type of plume (the " Karian plume " of Alkaios 3), the painting
of blazons on shields (bull's head, lion's head, Gorgon face, etc.,
as we see on the vases) and an improved type of shield-
grip (which Anakreon 4 mentioned), replacing the old shield-
strap passing over the shoulder. The phalanx formation
goes back in Asia to the fourth millennium, appearing on
the Sumerian " Vulture-Stele."
The hoplite ornament and tactics prevailed only gradually
among the more backward western Greeks. Some lines of
Tyrtaios,5 towards the end of the seventh century, seem
to indicate that the Spartans in the second Messenian War
had not yet adopted the phalanx formation; though their
ivories show that they had adopted the hoplite armour
well before the end of the Dark Age. The light-armed troops
are bidden to hurl their spears and stones " standing near "
the armoured men, and perhaps sheltering under their shields,
like Teukros in the Iliad (viii, 266 ff.). Whether that is what
he means would be clear enough to the poet's original audience.
If it is, the phalanx clearly is impossible.
In Aitolia even in the fifth century hoplites were unknown,6
and indeed, as the invading Athenians found, the heavy-
armed man had his limitations when it came to skirmishing
warfare among the stones and scrub of that country's ridges
and gullies; and in Achaia—whatever qualification the
statement may require—we are assured that until the army
was reorganized by Philopdimen, late in the third century,
javelins and the oblong shield formed the national armament.7
1 Hogarth, Kings of the Hittites, fig. 34.       2 i, 171.
3 Frag. 58 (ap. Str. xiv, p. 661).	* Frag. 82 (ap. Str. loc. cit.).
5 Frag, i, 35 ff.	6 Thk. iii, 94.
7 Paus. viii, 50, 1. Possibly some such fact also underlies the extra-
ordinary statement of EphoroS that the Eleians ovk etxov on-Aa m the time
of Pheidon's invasion ; by which he understands them to have been a wholly
peaceful and " sacred " people, guardians of the shrine at Olympia; but
his source very probably used owAa in the Sense of the hoplite shield. Eph.
frag. 15, in Str. viii, p. 358.

